HUMA 289: THINKING OF PARIS: EXPLORING THE CITY OF LIGHTS THROUGH HISTORY & THE ARTS

EXPLORE
some of the city’s landmark monuments and Versailles

STUDY
the legacy of the French Revolution

IMMERSE
yourself in the city’s rich culinary traditions and cafe culture

MEET
with former presidential candidate Jacques Cheminade

VISIT
with Romi refugees

SPEND
a day visiting three Parisian suburbs engulfed by riots in 2005

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Thomas Conner

CORE CURRICULUM: Western Tradition

NUMBER OF CREDITS: 4
(2 in Spring 2016 + 2 in Summer 2016)

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION: English

REGISTRATION NOTE: Register for HUMA 2891 (Spring) and HUMA 2892 (Summer)

APPLY AT: snc.studiosabroad.com
Simple search: Paris

CONTACT: tom.conner@snc.edu
or email studyabroad@snc.edu
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